Self-imposed short sleep durations are increasingly commonplace in society, and have considerable health and performance implications for individuals. Reduced sleep duration over multiple nights has similar behavioural effects to those observed following acute total sleep deprivation, suggesting that lack of sleep affects brain function cumulatively. A link between habitual sleep patterns and functional connectivity has previously been observed, and the effect of sleep duration on the brain's intrinsic functional architecture may provide a link between sleep status and cognition. However, it is currently not known whether differences in habitual sleep patterns across individuals are related to changes in the brain's white matter, which underlies structural connectivity. In the present study we use diffusion-weighted imaging and a group comparison application of tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) to investigate changes to fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) in relation to sleep duration and quality, hypothesising that white matter metrics would be positively associated with sleep duration and quality. Diffusion weighted imaging data was acquired from a final cohort of 33 (23-29 years, 10 female, mean 25.4 years) participants. Sleep patterns were assessed for a 14 day period using wrist actigraphs and sleep diaries, and subjective sleep quality with the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). Median splits based on total sleep time and PSQI were used to create groups of shorter/longer and poorer/better sleepers, whose imaging data was compared using TBSS followed by post-hoc correlation analysis in regions identified as significantly different between the groups. There were significant positive correlations between sleep duration and FA in the left orbito-frontal region and the right superior corona radiata, and significant negative correlations between sleep duration and MD in right orbito-frontal white matter and the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus. Improved sleep quality was positively correlated with FA in left caudate nucleus, white matter tracts to the left orbito-frontal region, the left anterior cingulum bundle and the white matter tracts associated with the right operculum and insula, and negatively correlated with MD in left orbitofrontal white matter and the left anterior cingulum bundle. Our findings suggest that reduced cumulative total sleep time (cTST) and poorer subjective sleep quality are associated with subtle white matter microarchitectural changes. The regions we identified as being related to habitual sleep patterns were restricted to the frontal and temporal lobes, and the functions they support are consistent with those which have previously been demonstrated as being affected by short sleep durations (e.g., attention, cognitive control, memory). Examining how inter-individual differences in brain structure are related to habitual sleep patterns could help to shed light on the mechanisms by which sleep habits are associated with brain function, behaviour and cognition, as well as potentially the networks and systems responsible for variations in sleep patterns themselves.
Introduction
Sleep patterns have been investigated in relation to behaviour and functional connectivity (FC, De Havas et al., 2012; Gujar et al., 2010; Khalsa et al., 2016) , but to date there have limited investigations in relation to brain structure. Studies involving patients with chronic insomnia have demonstrated that grey matter in the frontal lobe may be altered with respect to normal sleepers (Altena et al., 2010) , while frontal and temporal alterations to cortical thickness (Spira et al. 2016 ), brain volume (Lo et al., 2014) and white matter intensity (Ramos et al., 2014; Yaffe et al., 2016) have been associated with sleep duration in older adults. Acute sleep deprivation has also been shown to reduce thalamic volume (Liu et al., 2014) , although in general the relative impact of acute and long term sleep patterns, as well as the mechanisms underlying them, remain to be understood. These studies suggest that there is a link between sleep duration and brain structure. However, the link between sleep and white matter properties, which form the basis for structural connectivity (SC) and ultimately provide the anatomical substrate for functional interactions, is less well understood.
SC refers to the anatomical links between brain regions, rather than the statistical dependencies between activity time series that are the basis of functional connectivity. It can be characterised non-invasively in humans using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), with fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD), two commonly used metrics to quantify white matter tracts (Beaulieu et al., 2002; Le Bihan, 2003) . MD is dependent on the amount of water molecule movement and independent of direction, while FA assesses the directionality of such movement (Le Bihan, 2003) . Therefore with reductions in FA a corresponding increase in MD values may often be seen. These measures have been used extensively as markers of white matter microstructural changes in a variety of situations (Alexander et al., 2007) , and may be altered by a variety of changes to the underlying white matter, such as increases or decreases in myelination, the extent of coherent alignment of fibres, the presence and orientation of crossing fibres from other bundles etc (Jones et al., 2013) , as well as short term plasticity (Engvig et al., 2012) or disease state (e.g., Korgaonkar et al., 2011; Shukla et al., 2011) .
In terms of sleep, Rocklage et al. (2009) examined cognitive vulnerability to total sleep deprivation in relation to white matter differences. They found differences in the genu, ascending and longitudinal white matter pathways, with significantly higher FA values in subjects with reduced susceptibility to total sleep deprivation. Elvsashagen et al. (2014) found that a night of total sleep deprivation was associated with widespread FA decreases mainly explained by reductions in axial diffusivity. Piantoni et al. (2013) investigated electroencephalography (EEG) sleep oscillations and DTI metrics and found that individuals with greater spindle power (a phenomenon of N2 and N3 sleep which has been associated with cognitive performance Schabus et al., 2006 ) demonstrated higher DTI metrics in the corpus callosum and temporal lobe. These observations indicate that the structural correlates of sleep phenomena and even short term alterations to sleep patterns can be investigated with DTI. In combination with the changes to functional connectivity mentioned above, they may also suggest that white matter connectivity and organisation moderates the cognitive effects of sleep deprivation and may affect a person's ability to function effectively when sleep deprived.
In the present study, we use tract based spatial statistics (TBSS, with FDT FSL tool box, Smith et al., 2004) to investigate white matter changes in relation to habitual cumulative sleep time and sleep quality. We chose to measure habitual sleep patterns, using wrist actigraphy recorded over fourteen nights, as these are more representative of a subject's day to day sleep behaviour than experimental sleep deprivation. Our overall aim was to investigate the notion that white matter properties are linked with the long term effects of habitual sleep status and habitual sleep debt. We expected correlations between FA and MD and habitual sleep duration. We also investigated whether subjective habitual sleep quality as measured using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI, Buysse et al., 1989) would be related to differences in FA and MD metrics. Furthermore, given the evidence of previous behavioural and functional imaging literature (Belenky et al., 2003; De Havas et al., 2012; Dinges et al., 1997; Gujar et al., 2010; Horne, 1993; Khalsa et al., 2016; Van Dongen et al., 2003) , we expected these effects to be most prominent in frontal brain regions.
Methods and materials

Subjects
DTI and fMRI data were acquired from 38 healthy adults (right handed, 10 female, age 23-29 years, mean age=24.6 years) using a 3 T Philips Achieva MRI scanner at Birmingham University Imaging Centre (BUIC), University of Birmingham. Participants had no history of any neurophysiological, neuropsychological or neurological illness. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the study was approved by the University of Birmingham Ethics Committee. From the original 38 subjects, 5 were subsequently excluded (3 female, mean age 23.4 years) due to actigraphy and diary data demonstrating erratic sleep patterns (for example, settling to sleep at 5am, awakening at 8am and having a 2 h nap at 2 pm), leading to a final cohort of 33 (23-29 years, 10 female, mean 25.4 years) participants.
Sleep patterns and questionnaires
Sleep patterns were assessed for a 14 day period using sleep diaries and wrist actigraphs (Actiwatch2, Philips Respironics Ltd, Cambridge, UK). Actigraphs were set to one minute epochs (which is a medium sensitivity setting). Analysis was performed using Respironics Actiware 5 (Philips, Netherlands) software, with a total sampling rate score of 40 Table 2 cTST and mean daily TST data for all subjects, ordered according to the two groups (shorter and longer sleepers). or more was used to identify when the subjects were awake as used in a previous study (Khalsa et al., 2016) . Medium or high sampling rate sensitivities have been shown to provide data for the total sleep time (TST) per night in close agreement with polysomnography (PSG, Kushida et al., 2001) . Participants also completed the following questionnaires: PSQI, (Buysse et al., 1989) , Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS, Johns, 1991) , Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale-21 (DASS, Lovibond and Lovibond, 1995) and Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS, Akerstedt and Gillberg, 1990) . The questionnaires were administered immediately before or following the scanning session, with the exception of the KSS which was administered verbally immediately upon exiting the scanner. Each of the questionnaires resulted in a single score per subject, while TST was determined from the actigraphy and compared with sleep diary data for consistency (Kushida et al., 2001; Morgenthaler et al., 2007) . TST was quantified as cumulative TST (cTST, sum of TST over the entire two week period). Demographic, questionnaire and actigraphic data are summarised in Table 1 .
Subject
Image acquisition
Subjects underwent a 13 min echo planer DTI scan: TR = 5191 ms, TE = 77 ms, field of view (FOV) = 224×150×224 mm, angulation = 0°, voxel size 2mm isotropic. A total of 75 slices were acquired for b values of b = 0 and b = 1000 mm 2 /s obtained by applying gradients along 61 different diffusion directions. Additionally, a high-resolution (1 mm isotropic) T1-weighted anatomical image was acquired in each subject. Each subject also underwent one resting-state fMRI scan of 12 min duration, during which they were instructed to lie still and relax with eyes open. These data were the subject of a previous publication (Khalsa et al., 2016) and were not analysed further here. All participants confirmed that they remained awake and alert through the scanning session.
Definition of shorter and longer sleepers (cTST)
The DTI data were analysed using TBSS (see below), which requires comparisons between groups. To facilitate this, we split the cohort into groups based on their sleep patterns. The shorter and longer sleeper groups were defined by a median split of the 33 subjects based on the cTST. The 17 subjects with the shortest cTST comprised the shorter sleepers group, and the 16 subjects with the longest cTST made up the longer sleepers group. Table 2 shows the cumulative and mean daily TST for each of the subjects in the two groups. 
Definition of poorer and better sleepers (PSQI)
PSQI global scores for the assessment of sleep quality were used to define subjectively poorer or better sleepers. From the subject group of 33, one subject was excluded due to not filling in the PSQI questionnaire appropriately (responses were vague descriptive words where a tick was required for a specific set of questions). The remaining 32 subjects were split into two groups. The 16 subjects with the lowest PSQI global scores comprised the better sleepers group, and the 16 subjects with the highest PSQI global scores represented the poorer sleepers group. By definition the lower the global PSQI score the better the subjective sleep quality for each subject. PSQI scores for each of the subjects in the two groups are presented in Table 3 .
Tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis
We performed a voxelwise, between group comparison of FA and MD using TBSS (Smith et al., 2006) focusing on a cohort of 33 subjects split into two groups for cTST and 32 subjects split into two groups for subjective sleep quality (PSQI) as described above. TBSS derives estimates of tracks by fitting a tensor model to the raw diffusionweighted data and assuming that the highest anisotropy is indicative of the centre of white matter tracts. This assumption is not true for all regions. For example where two or more tracts cross, converge or diverge a more complex methodology is required (Smith et al., 2006) .
A single FA image from each subject was created using tools in the FDT FSL toolbox (Smith et al., 2004) . The original data were corrected for head movement effects and eddy currents (Jenkinson et al., 2002) . A brain mask was created using brain extraction tool (BET, Jenkinson et al., 2002) on the non-diffusion weighted image. The diffusion tensor model was fitted using DTIFIT (Part of FSL Tool Box). We then ran the TBSS script for nonlinear registration, aligning all FA images to 1×1×1 mm standard space. The target image used in the registrations was chosen automatically as the most representative of all subjects in the study. This target image was then affine-aligned into 1×1×1 mm MNI152 space (1×1×1 mm resolution was used as the skeletonisation and projection steps are known to work well at 1×1×1 mm resolution, Smith et al., 2006) . The FA image for each subject had the nonlinear transform to the target and then the affine transform to MNI152 space applied. This produced a transformation of the original FA image into MNI152 space, hence a standard-space version of the FA image for each subject. These were merged into a single 4D image file. Next, the mean of all FA images was created, and this was used to construct the mean FA skeleton. The last TBSS script was used to threshold the mean FA skeleton at the chosen threshold of 0.2 (Smith et al., 2006) to exclude voxels consisting of grey matter or cerebral spinal fluid.
Voxelwise cross-subject statistics was performed using the randomise tool in FSL which carries out permutation testing (5000 permutations, Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . Thresholding was carried out using threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE, Smith and Nichols, 2009 ). The TFCE p-value images produced were fully corrected for multiple comparisons across space to give a significance of p < 0.05 to determine which FA voxels were statistically significant between the two groups of subjects. The same procedure was carried out for MD TBSS analysis.
While the groups were required for the TBSS analysis in order to identify regions where FA and MD were related to sleep patterns, the definition of the groups was relatively arbitrary and based on a median split. In practice, we would expect any regions that were identified as being different between the groups to have continuous relationships between FA/MD and sleep patterns across the whole cohort. To confirm this, in addition to the thresholded TBSS images, we extracted mean FA/MD from the regions identified as being significantly different between shorter/longer or poorer/better sleepers and plotted them against cTST/PSQI over all subjects as an additional confirmation of the expected continuous relationships.
Results
TBSS analysis using cTST
We found statistically significant decreases in mean FA values in shorter sleepers compared to longer sleepers in three brain regions (tracts identified using Mori et al. (2005) ): the left orbito-frontal region (MNI [-27, 32, 3] ), the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (MNI [42, ) and the right superior corona radiata (MNI [16, 16, 48 ], see Fig. 1 ). In order to confirm that these tracts demonstrated a continuous relationship with sleep patterns across the entire cohort, FA was extracted and correlated with cTST (Fig. 2) . This demonstrated the expected covariation.
We also found statistically significant increases in MD values in two brain regions when comparing subjects with shorter cTST against longer cTST: the right orbito-frontal white matter (MNI [19, 19, ) and the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (temporal pole region, MNI [27, -12, -31]). These regions are shown in Fig. 3 and the correlation between MD and cTST in Fig. 4. 
TBSS analysis using subject global PSQI scores
We found statistically significant differences in mean FA and MD values when comparing DTI metrics of subjects with poorer subjective sleep quality (high PSQI global scores) against subjects with better subjective sleep quality (low PSQI global scores). Significant decreases in mean FA were found in four white matter brain regions for the subjects with poorer subjective sleep quality relative to those with better sleep quality: white matter tracts to the head of the left caudate nucleus (MNI [-19, 18 , 11]); white matter tracts to the left orbitofrontal region (MNI [-34, 29, 13] ), the left anterior cingulum bundle (MNI [-17, 23, 24] ) and the white matter tracts associated with the right operculum and insula (MNI [39, 24, , Fig. 5 . In each of these regions, there was a continuous relationship between FA and sleep quality (Fig. 6) . Significantly higher mean MD values were found for the left orbito-frontal white matter (MNI [-20, 29, -6] ) and the left anterior cingulum bundle (MNI [-6, 18, 18] , Fig. 7 ), in both cases demonstrating a continuous relationship with PSQI across the whole cohort (Fig. 8) .
Discussion
We used TBSS to investigate whole brain changes in white matter architecture in relation to habitual sleep patterns, as quantified by cTST, and sleep quality, as quantified by the PSQI. In both cases, we were able to identify specific white matter tracts where differences in FA or MD were related to sleep metrics, demonstrating that objective and subjective measures of habitual sleep are associated with the brain's white matter structure.
The differences when comparing the generally poorer sleep group (i.e., shorter cTST or higher PSQI) with the generally better sleep group (i.e., longer cTST or lower PSQI) always indicated lower FA and/or higher MD. These were confirmed as continuous relationships across all subjects, as would be expected for a cohort of healthy sleepers. While many physical and physiological factors contribute to the quantification of these DTI measures (Jones et al., 2013) , both reductions in FA and increases in MD have generally been linked with reductions in behavioural and cognitive performance (see below). Our observations of these changes to brain structure in relation to sleep would therefore be consistent with the considerable literature on the behavioural and cognitive effects of acute or chronic sleep deprivation, which does not point towards improved performance with poor sleep. The differences in white matter properties that we see could therefore form the underlying substrate of the behavioural and cognitive effects of poor sleep patterns. While we assessed sleep duration only over a two week period, and sleep quality as a single measure, inter-individual differences in sleep patterns are generally stable in the short and long term (Briscoe et al., 2014; Gaines et al., 2015; Otte et al., 2011) and may have an underlying genetic basis (Barclay and Gregory, 2013) . In addition, individuals with shorter habitual sleep durations show evidence of a higher sleep debt than those with habitually longer sleep duration (Klerman and Dijk, 2005) . Overall, these studies suggest that the interindividual differences we characterised are representative of stable, habitual variations in sleep patterns over a longer period than we measured, and that the shorter sleepers may be experiencing cumulative sleep debt. Future longitudinal and/or interventional studies with longer actigraphic recording periods will be needed to confirm the causality of the relationship between sleep patterns and brain structure.
We found a significant reduction in mean FA, and a significant increase in MD, for the shorter sleepers compared to the longer sleepers in the left orbito-frontal region, right superior corona radiata and right inferior longitudinal fasciculus. The white matter changes observed in the orbito-frontal regions are consistent with regions known to be affected by sleep deprivation and habitual sleep durations in functional MRI studies (Bosch et al., 2013; De Havas et al., 2012; Gujar et al., 2010; Khalsa et al., 2016; Tomasi et al., 2009; Verweij et al., 2014) . With respect to the corona radiata, there is a considerable body of literature which has identified alterations to their structural properties and linked them with behavioural performance deficits, particularly in relation to attention and cognitive control (Durston et al., 2006; Leite et al., 2013; Liston et al., 2011; Niogi et al., 2010; Thillainadesan et al., 2012) . FA decreases in the anterior corona radiata also suggest possible disruption of thalamocortical connective relays of the frontal cortex (Niogi et al., 2010) . Corona radiata alterations in subjects with short sleep compared to those with long sleep would therefore be consistent with an underlying structural basis for the observed behavioural effects of short sleep durations, particularly in relation to cognitive control and attention.
A negative correlation between FA and sleep duration was also observed in the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus, which is known to have numerous projections to the superior temporal regions and also to the long fibres of the posterior cingulum bundle (Catani et al., 2003) . Such reductions may suggest subtle disruption to relays from posterior cingulate/parietal and other cortical areas to the temporal lobe which may in turn affect functional interactions between these cortical regions resulting in subtle changes such as memory impairment (Hayes et al., 2012) . Haller et al. (2013) reported group level decreases in FA using TBSS analysis for the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus in patients with mild cognitive impairment, while Ortibus et al. (2012) suggested an association between reduced FA in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus and object recognition deficits in children with visual impairment compared to normal controls. Studies investigating the effect of sleep deprivation on object recognition and memory consolidation in rodents (Palchykova et al., 2006a (Palchykova et al., , 2006b ) and in humans (Chee et al., 2010) have shown impairment in object recognition and memory for sleep deprived subjects compared to normal controls. Overall, it is plausible that changes in the structure of tracts such as the orbito-frontal regions, superior corona radiata and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus may contribute to attentional and other cognitive impairments which are commonly seen as a function of sleep deprivation and poor sleep quality (Alhola et al., 2007; Babkoff et al., 2005; Banks and Dinges, 2007; Belenky et al., 2003; Dinges et al., 1997; Van Dongen et al., 2003) .
We also demonstrated significant, regionally specific relationships between DTI metrics and subjective sleep quality. Subjects who had poorer sleep quality had reduced FA in white matter regions associated with the left caudate, left orbito-frontal region, left anterior cingulum bundle and the right insula compared to subjectively better sleepers. It has been suggested from functional MRI studies that the caudate nucleus is linked to neural networks involved in the regulation of executive function, sleep and arousal (Stoffers et al., 2014) . Lesions to the caudate in animal studies (Villablanca et al., 1976 ) induced restlessness and hyper-arousal which indicate failing inhibitory modulation of sensory inputs. Therefore from our findings we can postulate that poorer subjective sleepers may demonstrate subtle reductions in inhibitory modulation compared to better subjective sleepers due to the comparatively reduced DTI parameters in the orbito-frontal regions and caudate white matter. This may suggest a subtle state of hyperarousal in poor subjective sleepers, and may partly explain the impairment of left caudate recruitment during executive function (Stoffers et al., 2014) , and the state of hyper-arousal which has been reported (Bonnet and Arand, 2010) in subjects with sleep pathology such as insomnia.
We found significant reductions in FA in the left anterior cingulum bundle and white matter associated with the right insula, as well as increases in MD in left orbito-frontal white matter and the left anterior cingulum. These regions may suggest a connection with the corresponding cortical areas that form part of the salience network (Seeley et al., 2010) . The right anterior insula is thought to act as a control switch between the central executive network and the default mode network (Sridharan et al., 2008) and is involved in the brain's attention system (Eckert et al., 2009) . A recent study has shown the functional connectivity between the right insula and the mesial prefrontal cortex to co-vary with cTST (Khalsa et al., 2016) , suggesting a link between saliency and quantitative measures of habitual sleep status. The current study extends these findings, and future studies will be needed to investigate more explicitly whether alterations to functional and structural connectivity mediate the relationship between short sleep and saliency and attention (Belenky et al., 2003; Dinges et al., 1997; Van Dongen et al., 2003) .
In conclusion, our findings demonstrate regionally-specific relationships between habitual cTST and subjective sleep quality and white matter micro-architecture. Given that white matter forms the structural skeleton for functional interactions between brain regions which ultimately underpin behaviour and cognition, it is likely that the links we see between white matter and sleep patterns would have functional and behavioural consequences. The regions we identified as being related to habitual sleep patterns were restricted to the frontal and temporal lobes, and the functions they support are consistent with those which have previously been demonstrated as being affected by short sleep durations (e.g., attention, memory, cognitive control). Examining how inter-individual differences in brain structure are related to habitual sleep patterns could help to shed light on the mechanisms by which sleep habits are associated with brain function, behaviour and cognition, as well as potentially the networks and systems responsible for variations in sleep patterns themselves.
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